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trade Trump's trade deal agenda got a big boost from
Beijing as recent Chinese data showed a big bounce

from a six-year low. President Donald Trump’s two top
trade priorities — the China trade deal and the

U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement — are not just moving
forward, but getting bigger. The White House agreed
Thursday to replace the North American Free Trade
Agreement, or NAFTA, which Trump has vociferously

criticized, with a new trade deal with Canada and
Mexico, the president said in a statement. The new

agreement will formally replace NAFTA, which lapsed
after the U.S. withdrew from it in early 2018. Officials

plan to publish the agreement in early August,
according to the Trump administration, as the start of

an in-depth 90-day public comment period. “The
agreement, replacing the 12-year-old NAFTA, is as

strong as can be — the best ever,” Trump said in the
statement. “The future of NAFTA is bright, with more

savings for our companies, farmers, ranchers, workers,
and the many communities that rely on a free and fair

trade relationship with America.” Trump’s other top
priority — rewriting the North American Free Trade
Agreement to include Canada and Mexico — is now

much closer to becoming reality, despite his previous
assertion that it would not be possible to make a deal

that covers both countries at the same time.
According to a widely cited report from the U.S. Trade
Representative’s office, which studies the political and
legal implications of trade agreements, the U.S. and

Mexico agreed in May to a new trade deal in principle.
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The administration said it reached an agreement on
intellectual property protection, the enforcement of

labor rights and other key issues in talks with Canada.
Trump has also promised to renegotiate NAFTA “on

the same terms” as the deals with Canada and
Mexico. He says this new “United States-Mexico-

Canada Agreement” (USMCA) will be better for the
U.S. than NAFTA, and will create American jobs. The

U.S. economy is enjoying its 6d1f23a050
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